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The Keg Steakhouse + Bar
"Dine At A Castle"

by Geoff Peters

Located in the historic Gothic Revival style Euclid Hall in Toronto, Ontario,
Keg Mansion offers the best of both worlds. Primarily a steakhouse, the
restaurant sees a classy and sophisticated crowd. An ideal place for a
special evening, the steak at the restaurant is absolutely delicious and so
is the prime rib. The bar has a good selection of wines and the service is
prompt. End your meal with a Billy Miner Pie.

+1 416 964 6609

www.kegsteakhouse.com/en/locati
ons/on/toronto/mansion-keg/

515 Jarvis Street, Toronto ON

Guu Izakaya
"Incredible Izakaya!"

by Public Domain

+1 416 977 0999

Established in 2009, Guu is an Izakaya styled restaurant and one of the
best Asian restaurant in the city. Celebrating Japanese culture, the
restaurant serves Izakaya style food and drinks. Traditional and authentic
dishes include appetizers like Kurage - Marinated Jellyfish, Takowasabi Marinated Octopus with wasabi stem, Grilled dishes like Karubi - Grilled
beef short ribs with scallion sauce and noodle dishes like the tantalizing
Kimchi Udon - Udon noodles with spicy cod roe, topped with kimchi. Make
sure to ask and serve the 'Soup of the day', their delicious innovative
chef's special soups are worth trying. Dessert options include
cheesecakes, ice-creams, but try their 'Banana Tempera' - deep friend
banana with coconut ice cream and chocolate & mango sauce! If you want
to try something different for a change then this restaurant is worth a visit!
guu-izakaya.com/toronto/

church@guu-izakaya.com

398 Church Street, Toronto
ON

Mengrai Gourmet Thai
"Amazing Thai"

by Public Domain

+1 416 840 2759

With rich flavors and fresh herbs, Thai cuisine has earned itself many fans
worldwide. However, if you are in Toronto, and want to indulge yourself in
some authentic Northern Thai food, then you must visit this little gem.
Located at Ontario Street in Moss Park, it lies in close proximity Old Town.
Dimly-lit interiors and a simple decor, offers an intimate ambiance, which
proves to be perfect for a romantic date, or dinner with loved ones. While
all the dishes on their menu are fantastic, it is highly recommended that
you try the Sasi Golden Flowers with Piccalilli, Green Goddess Avocado
King Prawn, Special Pineapple Fried Rice and Cashew Stir Fry. Do choose
to end the meal with authentic desserts like Thai Sweet Coconut Sticky
Rice or Green Tea Tropical Ice Cream. Call ahead for reservations.
www.mengraithai.com/
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